
PUBLIC NOTICE 
US Army Corps 
of Engineers 
New York District 
Jacob K. Javits Federal Building 
New York, N.Y.  10278-0090 
ATTN:  Regulatory Branch 

       
   
   

In replying refer to: 
Public Notice Number: NAN-2020-01079-EME 
Issue Date:  January 6, 202  
Expiration Date: February 26, 202   

ANNOUNCEMENT OF PUBLIC HEARINGS AND 
REQUEST FOR PUBLIC COMMENT 

To Whom It May Concern: 

The New York District, Corps of Engineers has received an application for a Department of the 
Army permit pursuant to Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 (33 U.S.C. 403) and 
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. 1344). 

APPLICANT: South Fork Wind, LLC 

ACTIVITY: Construct a windfarm, export cable, and operations/maintenance facility 

WATERWAY: Atlantic Ocean and Lake Montauk 

LOCATION: BOEM Renewable Energy Lease Area OCS-A 0517 (Deepwater Wind South 
Fork, LLC lease area), export cable landfall in Town of East Hampton, Suffolk 
County, New York, operations and maintenance facility in Lake Montauk, Town 
of East Hampton, Suffolk County, New York. 

A detailed description and plans of the applicant's activity are enclosed to assist in your review. 

The decision whether to issue a permit will be based on an evaluation of the probable impact 
including cumulative impacts of the proposed activity on the public interest.  That decision will reflect 
the national concern for both protection and utilization of important resources.  The benefit which 
reasonably may be expected to accrue from the proposal must be balanced against its reasonably 
foreseeable detriments.  All factors which may be relevant to the proposal will be considered 
including the cumulative effects thereof; among those are conservation, economics, aesthetics, 
general environmental concerns, wetlands, historic properties, fish and wildlife values, flood 
hazards, floodplain values, land use, navigation, shoreline erosion and accretion, recreation, water 
supply and conservation, water quality, energy needs, safety, food and fiber production, mineral 
needs, considerations of property ownership and, in general, the needs and welfare of the people. 

The Corps of Engineers is soliciting comments from the public; Federal, state, and local agencies 
and officials; Indian Tribes; and other interested parties in order to consider and evaluate the 
impacts of this proposed activity. Any comments received will be considered by the Corps of 
Engineers to determine whether to issue, modify, condition or deny a permit for this proposal.  To 
make this decision, comments are used to assess impacts on endangered species, historic 
properties, water quality, general environmental effects, and the other public interest factors listed 
above. Comments are used in preparation of an Environmental Assessment and/or an 
Environmental Impact Statement pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act.  Comments 
are also used to determine the need for a public hearing and to determine the overall public interest 
of the proposed activity. 
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ALL COMMENTS REGARDING THE PERMIT APPLICATION MUST BE PREPARED IN WRITING 
AND EMAILED TO CENAN.PublicNotice@usace.army.mil TO REACH THIS OFFICE BEFORE 
THE EXPIRATION DATE OF THIS NOTICE, otherwise, it will be presumed that there are no 
objections to the activity.   
 
Comments submitted in response to this notice will be fully considered during the public interest 
review for this permit application.  Comments provided will become part of the public record for 
this permit application.  All written comments, including contact information, will be made a part 
of the administrative record, available to the public under the Freedom of Information Act.  The 
Administrative Record, or portions thereof, may also be posted on a Corps of Engineers internet 
web site.  Due to resource limitations, this office will normally not acknowledge the receipt of 
comments or respond to individual letters of comment. 
 
The Corps of Engineers is serving as one of the cooperating agencies involved in the preparation 
of an Environmental Impact Statement by the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM). A 
Notice of Availability for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) will be posted on the 
BOEM website on January 8, 2021, and can be viewed at https://www.boem.gov/renewable-
energy/state-activities/south-fork. Comments on the DEIS may be submitted directly to BOEM at 
https://www.boem.gov/renewable-energy/state-activities/south-fork.  
 
BOEM will also conduct three (3) public meetings in the project area to receive comments on the 
DEIS.  Pursuant to public hearing requirements described in 33 CFR 327, the Corps of Engineers 
will jointly participate in all three (3) of the public meetings/hearings, as listed below, to gather 
information on this proposal to assist in the review of the Department of the Army permit 
application for the proposed activity and will consider public comments on the material matters at 
issue with respect to activities regulated by the Corps. Please note that for comments and 
information specific to the Corps of Engineers action, according to procedures described in 33 
CFR 327, the hearing will not include discussion or responses to comments expressed by 
speakers. The date and time of the joint Corps of Engineers public hearings/BOEM DEIS public 
meetings are as follows, all hearings are virtual; links to the hearing/meeting information may be 
found at https://www.boem.gov/renewable-energy/state-activities/south-fork.  
 

Joint Corps of Engineers Public Hearings/BOEM DEIS Public Meeting Dates and Start Times:    
Thursday, February 9, 2021: 5:00 pm 
Tuesday, February 11, 2021: 1:00 pm 
Thursday, February 16, 2021: 5:00 pm 

 
As the lead federal agency, BOEM is reviewing the project for potential impacts on Federally-
listed threatened or endangered species and their designated critical habitat pursuant to section 
7 of the Endangered Species Act as amended. BOEM is coordinating with the NMFS and/or 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on listed species under their jurisdiction and the ESA consultation 
will be concluded prior to the final decision. 
 
Reviews of activities pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water Act will include application of the 
guidelines promulgated by the Administrator, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, under 
authority of Section 404 (b) of the Clean Water Act and the applicant will obtain water quality 
certificates or waivers from the appropriate state agency in accordance with Section 401 of the 
Clean Water Act prior to a permit decision. 
 
The Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act, as amended by the 
Sustainable Fisheries Act (Public Law 104-267), requires all Federal agencies to consult with the 
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Fisheries Service (NOAA/FS) on all actions, or 
proposed actions, permitted, funded, or undertaken by the agency, that may adversely affect 
Essential Fish Habitat (EFH). Further consultation with the National Marine Fisheries Service 
regarding EFH conservation recommendations is being conducted by BOEM as the lead federal 
agency and will be concluded prior to the final decision. 
 
Based on their initial review, the BOEM has determined that the proposed work may impact 
properties listed in, or eligible for listing in, the National Register of Historic Places.  Additional 
review and consultation to fulfil requirements under Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, will be ongoing as part of the permit review process. 
 
The states of New York, Massachusetts and Rhode Island have approved Coastal Zone 
Management Programs.   Pursuant to Section 307 (c) of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 
1972, as amended [16 U.S.C. 1456 (c)], for activities under consideration that are located within 
the coastal zone of a state which has a federally approved coastal zone management program, 
the applicant has certified in the permit application that the activity complies with, and will be 
conducted in a manner that is consistent with, the approved state coastal zone management 
program(s).  By this public notice, we are requesting the state's concurrence with, objection to, or 
waiver of the applicant's certification.  No permit decision will be made until one of these actions 
occur.   
 
In addition to any required water quality certificate and coastal zone management program 
concurrence, the applicant has obtained or requested the following governmental authorization for 
the activity under consideration: 
 

 Bureau of Ocean Energy Management 
 New York State Department of Public Service 
 New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 

 
It is requested that you communicate the foregoing information concerning the activity to any 
persons known by you to be interested and who did not receive a copy of this notice.  If you have 
any questions concerning this application, you may contact this office at (917) 790-8428 and ask 
for Lisa Grudzinski. 
 
In order for us to better serve you, please complete our Customer Service Survey located at 
http://www.nan.usace.army.mil/Missions/Regulatory/CustomerSurvey.aspx. 
 
For more information on New York District Corps of Engineers programs, visit our website at 
http://www.nan.usace.army.mil. 
 
 
 
 
 
       Stephan A. Ryba 
       Chief, Regulatory Branch 
                                           
Enclosures 

RYBA.STEPHAN
.A.1375342223

Digitally signed by 
RYBA.STEPHAN.A.1375342223
Date: 2021.01.06 14:29:08 -05'00'
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WORK DESCRIPTION 
The applicant, South Fork Wind, LLC, has requested Department of the Army authorization for 
construction of a wind energy project including associated structures and facilities in the Atlantic 
Ocean and Lake Montauk, Town of East Hampton, Suffolk County, New York. 
 
The work would involve:  
 
South Fork Wind Farm (SFWF): Construct up to fifteen (15) offshore wind turbine generators (WTGs) 
on steel monopile foundations, scour protection around the base of the WTGs, submarine inter-array 
cables connecting the WTGs, and one (1) offshore substation (OSS) located in the Atlantic Ocean 
on the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) within BOEM Renewable Energy Lease Area OCS-A 0517, 
approximately 19 miles southeast of Block Island, Rhode Island and 35 Miles east of Montauk Point, 
Suffolk County, New York.  Each monopile foundation diameter would be up to approximately 36-
feet in diameter, installed by pile driving with a hydraulic hammer. Each monopile foundation would 
be protected with rock scour protection, up to approximately 225-feet in diameter. With scour 
protection, the proposed footprint of each monopile foundation would be approximately 40,000 
square feet. The total maximum footprint for the monopile foundations would be approximately 14.6 
acres. The proposed temporary seabed disturbance to the seafloor would be approximately 1,175 
acres. The total proposed 6 to 12-inch diameter inter-array cable length would be approximately 21.4 
miles with a total maximum footprint of approximately 2.5 acres. It is anticipated that approximately 
two miles of inter-array cable would require cable protection, with a total permanent footprint of 10.2 
acres, with an additional approximately 7.5 acres of protection at approach to foundation. The OSS 
would collect the electric energy generated by the WTGs through the inter-array cables for 
transmission through the South Fork Export Cable (SFEC) to the onshore interconnection facility. 
The OSS would be co-located on a WTG or located separately on a foundation like those used for 
the WTGs.  
 
Inter-Array cable installation method: proposed equipment may include mechanical cutter, 
mechanical plow (with jetting), and/or jet plow. 
 
South Fork Export Cable (SFEC): Install an approximately 12-inch diameter cable approximately 
61.4 miles from the OSS to Beach Lane, Town of Easthampton, Suffolk County, New York. 
Approximately 57.9 miles would be located on the OCS and approximately 3.5 miles would be 
location in New York State (NYS) waters. The total maximum footprint for the SFEC on the OCS 
would be 7.0 acres and the total maximum footprint for the SFEC in NYS waters would be 0.4 acres. 
It is anticipated that approximately 3.0 miles of OCS cable and approximately 0.07 miles of NYS 
waters cable would require cable protection, with a total permanent footprint of 7.9 acres (0.2 acres 
of proposed fill in NYS waters).  The proposed cable route would cross seven (7) existing cables. 
The proposed temporary seabed disturbance would be approximately 573 acres. Once on shore, 
the SFEC would not impact aquatic resources. 
 
The sea-to-shore transition would be constructed using Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD). The 
proposed HDD would be installed a minimum of 30-feet below the existing beach surface, with the 
HDD exit location approximately 1,750 feet seaward of the plane of mean high water, with 
approximately 35 to 40 feet of water depth. A temporary cofferdam (sheet pile or gravity cell) may be 
installed to aid in the HDD installation at the seaward exit location. Up to approximately 26,500 cubic 
yards of material would be excavated from an approximately 483 foot long by 163 foot wide (1.81-
acres) area of the sea floor at the seaward HDD exit location, to a depth of between 10-17 feet below 
the existing grade. The excavated material would be temporarily stored on a hopper scow(s), then 
placed back into the excavated footprint after cable installation is complete. Permanent secondary 
protection may be placed above the HDPE conduit at the HDD exit location. If concrete mattresses 
are used for secondary protection, individual mattress dimensions would be approximately 8 foot 
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wide by 20 foot long by 12-inches thick. If other secondary protection methods are proposed, 
dimensions may differ. 
 
HDD Exit Pit excavation method: proposed environmental clam shell bucket for initial exit pit 
excavation; airlift, controlled flow excavation, and/or suction dredge or similar equipment may be 
used for targeted sediment removal prior to cable pull-in; hopper scow(s) or similar for temporary 
storage, with decant. 
 
SFEC installation method: proposed equipment may include mechanical cutter, mechanical plow 
(with jetting), jet plow and/or displacement plow. 
 
All transmission cables are proposed to be buried a minimum of 4 feet below the seabed. If proper 
burial depth cannot be achieved due to site conditions, remedial burial may occur using a controlled 
flow excavator and/or other methods of cable protection would be installed. Proposed cable 
protection would include 20 foot wide by 8 foot long articulated concrete mattresses, fronded 
mattresses, rock bags or rock placement. 
 
Project installation would require boulder relocation on the seabed. 
 
Operations and Maintenance Facility: An O&M facility is proposed at either Lake Montauk, in the 
Town of East Hampton, Suffolk County, New York, or at Quonset Point, in the Town of North 
Kingstown, Washington County, Rhode Island. An O&M facility located at Quonset Point would not 
require any in-water work for the SFWF project. 
 
At the proposed Lake Montauk O&M Facility, using a mechanical clamshell working from a barge, 
with 10-years maintenance, dredge up to approximately 2,500 cubic yards of sediment from an 
approximately 1,500 square foot area to a depth of 12.4 feet below the plane of mean low water, 
including a 1-foot overdredge. The dredged material would be loaded directly into scows. Once full, 
the scow may be allowed to settle and decanted of excess water. The scow would be transported 
off the beach west of the Montauk Harbor entrance (Placement Area) where sediment would be 
pumped to shore. The sediment would be dewatered in a contained location on the beach, in an 
approximately 1,200 foot long by 25 foot wide area, landward of the plane of spring high water, then 
eventually spread as beach nourishment along the beach adjacent to the dewatering area, between 
the planes of mean high water and spring high water. Additional maintenance dredging events would 
occur annually, up to approximately 1,500 cubic yards per event.  

 
From the existing bulkhead, install a 4 foot wide by 28 foot long ramp and a 16 foot wide by 100 foot 
long floating pontoon, supported by five (5) two foot diameter steel piles; install one (1) new two 
foot diameter steel monopile with donut fendering and mooring ring.  The piles would be installed 
with a vibratory hammer, or with an impact hammer if difficult driving conditions are encountered.   
 
For Section 404 regulated activities, the applicant stated impacts to waters of the U.S. would be 
avoided and minimized by reducing the size of the dredge/excavation footprints to the extent 
practicable, eliminating the need for bulkhead improvements at the Montauk O&M facility by locating 
the berthing area away from the bulkhead, and identifying a beneficial reuse of the dredge sediment 
from the Montauk O&M facility for beach nourishment. No compensatory mitigation is proposed 
because the disturbance from the installation of the cables and the excavation of sediment from the 
HDD exit pit would not result in permanent impacts. 
 
The stated purpose of this project is the construction of a commercial scale wind energy project and 
associated transmission lines for renewable energy generation and distribution to the New York 
energy grid.
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DRAWING INDEX
Sheet 1 Vicinity Map
Sheet 2 SFWF Location Map
Sheet 3 SFWF Indicative Layout
Sheets 4-10 Typical Details
Sheets 11-35 SFEC Plan and Profile
Sheets 36-39 Sea-to-Shore Plan and Profile
Sheets 40-45 Montauk O&M Facility Plan and Profile

SFW Drawing Index
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FOUNDATION LOCATIONS AND WATER DEPTH FOR INDICATIVE LAYOUT

SFWF Indicative Layout
Foundation Locations
12/6/19

Sheet 3 of 45

1. Locations for the WTG and OSS provided by Orsted, December 6 2019.
2. WTG 16A and 17A are preliminary contingency positions (noted with **)
3. Depth is in meters below feet below Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW). Depth for MLLW is based on 2018 Fugro MBES survey data (noted with *) and/or 

2017 Fugro MBES survey data (noted with ***). 
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Notes:
1. Details provided by South Fork Wind.
2. Each WTG will be supported by one steel monopile foundation embedded into the seafloor. The foundation base diameter will be 36 feet (11.0 m). Typical 

monopile embedment is anticipated to be up to 295 ft (90m).  The final embedment will be determined based on final engineering. 
3. Total maximum permanent footprint will be 635,976 ft2 (59,084 m2), 14.6 acres (5.9 ha) and total temporary seabed disturbance will be 36,391,264 ft2

(3,380,859 m2), 835.6 acres (338 ha). See Application Table 1 for additional information.

SFWF Foundation Plan

Typical Details
12/09/20

Sheet 4 of 45

SFWF Foundation Cross-Section

Micrositing: 500 ft (152.4 m) radius

Scour Protection: 225 ft (68 m) diameter

WTG: 36 ft (11.0 m) 
diameter
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Notes:
1. Details provided by South Fork Wind.
2. Each WTG will be comprised of the following major components: a tower, nacelle and rotor which includes the blades. Control, lighting, marking, and 

safety systems will be installed on each WTG; the specific systems will vary depending on the turbine selected,
3. Each WTG will be supported by one steel monopile foundation embedded into the seafloor. 

SFWF Wind Turbine Generator 
Cross-Section

Typical Details
12/09/20

Sheet 5 of 45
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Notes:
1. Details provided by South Fork Wind.
2. The OSS will be above the water located either on a platform supported by a foundation similar to those used for the WTGs, or co-located on a foundation 

with a WTG. If the OSS is located on its own foundation, the total height of the substation will be 150 to 200 feet (45.7 to 61 m), measured from MSL to the 
top of the substation. If the substation is co-located with a WTG on a single foundation, the substation will be placed on the foundation such that the total 
maximum height of the WTG does not exceed the total height of other WTGs.

Typical Details
12/09/20

Sheet 6 of 45

SFWF Offshore Substation 
Cross-Section
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Inter-array Cable BURIAL DEPTH

Typical Details
12/09/20

Sheet 7 of 45

1. Dimensions: 8’ x 20’ x  9”
2. 5/8” Ultraviolet stabilized copolymer 

extruded fiber rope, minimum tensile strength
9,500 pounds

3. Weight: 10,500 pounds (air), 6,000 pounds
(submerged)

Inter-array Cable 
CABLE PROTECTION

Notes:
1. Details provided by South Fork Wind.
2. Total maximum permanent footprint for the Inter-array Cable will be 20.2 acres (9.3 ha) and total temporary seabed disturbance will be 340 acres (137.6 

ha). See Application Table 1 for additional information.
3. The Inter-array Cable will have target burial depth of 4 to 6 feet (1.2 to 1.8 m) in the seabed, measured in from the seabed to the top of the cable.
4. It is anticipated that up to 10 percent (2.0 miles [3.2 km, 1.8 nm]) may not achieve target burial depth and secondary cable protection systems may be

placed in those areas. Cable protection may include concrete matting, fronded mattresses, rock bags, or rock placement (8 feet long by 20 feet wide 
[2.4 m long by 6.1 m wide]).

Inter-array Cable 
CROSS-SECTION

1. 34.5 kV cable.
2. Diameter is approximately 6” to 12” (152 to 

304 mm).

4-
6’

12
”

N.T.S

N.T.S

N.T.S
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SFEC BURIAL DEPTH

Typical Details
12/09/20

Sheet 8 of 45

SFEC CROSS-SECTION

1. 138 kV cable. 
2. Diameter is approximately 8” to 12” (20 to 30 cm).

Notes:
1. For the SFEC-OCS, total maximum permanent footprint will be 14.8 acres (6.0 ha) and total temporary seabed disturbance will be 555.3 acres (224.7 ha). See

Application Table 1 for additional information.
2. Target burial depth for the SFEC-OCS is 4 to 6 feet (1.2 to 1.8 m) in the seabed, measured in from the seabed to the top of the cable. It is anticipated that up to

5 percent may not achieve target burial depth and secondary cable protection systems (7.7 acres [3.1 ha]) may be placed in those areas.
3. For the SFEC-NYS, total maximum permanent footprint will be 0.6 acres (0.26 ha) and total temporary seabed disturbance will be 18 acres (7.29 ha). See 

Application Table 1 for additional information.
4. The minimum burial depth of the SFEC-NYS will be 1.8 meters (6 feet). It is anticipated that up to 2 percent may not achieve target burial depth and

secondary cable protection systems (0.2 acres [0.08 ha]) may be placed in those areas.
5. Cable protection may include concrete matting, fronded mattresses, rock bags, or rock placement (8 feet long by 20 feet wide [2.4 m long by 6.1 m wide]).

1. Dimensions: 8’ x 20’ x  9”
2. 5/8” Ultraviolet stabilized copolymer extruded 

fiber rope, minimum tensile strength 9,500 pounds
3. Weight: 10,500 pounds (air), 6,000 pounds

(submerged)

CABLE PROTECTION
4-

6’
12

”

N.T.S

N.T.S

N.T.S
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Typical Details
12/09/20

Sheet 9 of 45

Notes:

1. Details provided by South Fork Wind.
2. The proposed route for the SFEC – OCS will cross seven submarine cables. The coordinates for these locations are depicted on the SFEC Plan and Profile

drawings. Distance to transition of burial to be agreed with asset owner, and will also depend on cable burial method.
3. Coordinate system: NAD83 (2011) UTM Zone 19N; Pre-lay mattresses: 3 off; post-lay mattresses: 38 off; post-lay mattresses will be laid to follow “as laid” 

cable position. 

SFEC CROSSING OF 
EXISTING CABLE
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Typical Details
12/09/20

Sheet 10 of 45

Notes:

1. Details provided by South Fork Wind.
2. The proposed route for the SFEC – OCS will cross seven submarine cables. The coordinates for these locations are depicted on the SFEC Plan and Profile

drawings.

SFEC CROSSING OF 
EXISTING CABLE
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LEGEND:

TIDAL DATUM:

SFEC Plan and Profile
Index and Notes

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 11 of 45

SFEC INDEX:

1. Plan and Profile Drawings provided by Fugro, May 25, 2018.
2. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by the cable owners to South Fork Wind.
3. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters.
4. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder.
5. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet).
6. Export Cable Route is located within the Survey Corridor (180 m).  The SFEC-OCS is 58.3 miles (93.9 km, 50.7 nm) and the SFEC-NYS is 3.5

miles (5.6 km, 3.1 nm), including approximately 500 feet (0.1 nm) on land. The SFEC is 8 to 12 inches (20 to 30 cm) in diameter.

Notes:
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SFEC Plan and Profile
Location of Kilometer Posts

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 12 of 45

KILOMETER POST TABLE
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 13 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to South Fork Wind.

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters.
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder.
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet).
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 14 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 15 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 16 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 17 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 18 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 19 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 20 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 21 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 22 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 23 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by 
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 24 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 25 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 26 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 27 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
5. Chart 15B and 15C are associated with Hither Hills Route that is no longer under 

consideration.
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile
Hither Hills Alternative

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 28 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
5. Chart 16A and 16B are associated with Hither Hills Route that is no longer under 

consideration.
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile
Hither Hills Alternative

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 29 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
5. Chart 17 is associated with Hither Hills Route that is no longer under consideration.
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 30 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 31 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 32 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 33 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet)
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 34 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet). 
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Notes: SFEC Plan and Profile

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 35 of 45

Horiz Scale: 1:10,000

1. Existing utilities shown are based on cable route position listing (RPLS) provided by
the cable owners to SFW

2. Elevation is referenced to mean lower low water (MLLW) in meters
3. Bathymetric data were collected by Fugro (2017) using multibeam echo sounder
4. Target burial depth for the SFEC is 1.2 to 1.8 meters (4 to 6 feet). 
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SFEC Plan and Profile
HDD Installation

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 37 of 45

Notes:
1. The sea-to-shore transition for the SFEC-NYS will be installed using HDD between onshore underground cable installation vault and the offshore HDD exit 

location.
2. HDD exit location may utilitize offshore sheet pile cofferdam, gravity cell cofferdam, or no cofferdam. The exit location will be approximately 1,750 feet (533

m) from the MHWL, sited at location with approximately 35 to 40 feet (7.6 to 12.2 m) of water depth.
3. The cable will be installed at least 30 feet (9.1 m) below the current profile of the beach. Depth depicted in the figure is approximate and final depth will be

determined during final engineering design.
4. A new underground transition vault will be placed within the roadway approximately 800 feet (243 m) onshore from the MHWL.

HDD Notes:
1. Vertical datum: NAVD 83, Horizontal datum: UTM Zone 19, Feet
2. All elevations are referenced to NAV88 (0.00’). 0.00’ NAVD88 = -1.78’ 

MLLW, -1.66’ MLW, +1.13’ MWH and +2.59’ HTL (based on highest 
astronomical tide).

3. Dimensions provided on drawing are in feet unless otherwise noted.
4. All chainages are horizontal
5. Method of HDPE conduit construction shall be by horizontal directional

drilling.
6. HDD Exit Point is located within an excavation.  This excavation will help

achieve the required burial depth of the HDPE conduit.
7. Drill path shown on the drawings refers to the centerline of the proposed

HDD installation. Drilling tolerances may result in slight deviations from 
these stations and elevations.

8. Approximate exit pit location may include temporary cofferdam (or 
equal) and temporary support structures. Temporary structures including 
but not limited to conduit support piles and secondary protection may be 
installed at the exit pit location to aid in the installation of the HDD. These 
features would be located within the currently proposed footprint of the 
cofferdam or excavation and would be removed upon completion of the
cable installation.

9. The initial exit pit excavation to be conducted with the use of an 
environmental clamshell bucket. Dredged sediment may be placed in a
hopper scow(s) or similar for temporary storage. The scow(s) may require 
occasional decanting to remove excess water during dredging 
operations. Upon completion of the HDD installation, the dredged 
sediment will be used to backfill and restore the exit pit to its pre-
excavation conditions. The dredged sediment will be analyzed for 
contamination prior to its use as a backfill. Should the sediment be 
determined unsuitable for placement, the sediment will be disposed of at 
a NYSDEC-authorized upland disposal facility or alternative with 
appropriate approvals. If additional fill is necessary to restore the area to 
its pre-excavated conditions, clean fill of similar grainsize will be acquired
from an upland source and placed as backfill.

10. Prior to cable pull in, the dredged area at the end of the HDPE conduit 
may require targeted removal/clearing of accumulated sediment due to
infilling, to avoid damaging the conduit; this work would be conducted 
with the use of an airlift, controlled flow excavation, and/or suction 
dredging or similar equipment.

11. Permanent secondary protection may be placed above the HDPE 
conduit at the exit pit excavation. If concrete mattresses are used for 
secondary protection, individual mattress dimensions will be 
approximately 8’ wide by 20’ length by 1’ thick. If other secondary
protection methods are proposed, dimensions may differ.

12. The depicted cofferdam and dredge footprint are intended to represent 
maximum design scenarios. The actual footprints of these activities are 
dependent on the final installation methodology and engineered design 
but are anticipated to be smaller than the footprints depicted.

13. Rock bags or equivalent may be temporarily placed within excavation to
prevent infilling during HDD operations.
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SFEC Plan and Profile
HDD Installation (w/Cofferdam)

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 38 of 45

Notes:
1. The sea-to-shore transition for the SFEC-NYS will be installed using HDD between onshore underground cable installation vault and the offshore HDD exit 

location.
2. HDD exit location may utilize offshore sheet pile cofferdam, gravity cell cofferdam, or no cofferdam. The exit location will be approximately 1,750 feet (533 m) 

from the MHWL, sited at location with approximately 35 to 40 feet (7.6 to 12.2 m) of water depth.
3. The cable will be installed at least 30 feet (9.1 m) below the current profile of the beach. Depth depicted in the figure is approximate and final depth will be

determined during final engineering design.
4. A new underground transition vault will be placed within the roadway approximately 800 feet (243 m) onshore from the MHWL.

HDD Notes:
1. Vertical datum: NAVD 83, Horizontal datum: UTM Zone 19, Feet
2. All elevations are referenced to NAV88 (0.00’). 0.00’ NAVD88 = -1.78’ 

MLLW, -1.66’ MLW, +1.13’ MWH and +2.59’ HTL (based on highest 
astronomical tide).

3. Dimensions provided on drawing are in feet unless otherwise noted.
4. All chainages are horizontal
5. Method of HDPE conduit construction shall be by horizontal directional

drilling.
6. HDD Exit Point is located within an excavation.  This excavation will help

achieve the required burial depth of the HDPE conduit.
7. Drill path shown on the drawings refers to the centerline of the proposed

HDD installation. Drilling tolerances may result in slight deviations from 
these stations and elevations.

8. Approximate exit pit location may include temporary cofferdam (or 
equal) and temporary support structures. Temporary structures including 
but not limited to conduit support piles and secondary protection may be 
installed at the exit pit location to aid in the installation of the HDD. These 
features would be located within the currently proposed footprint of the 
cofferdam or excavation and would be removed upon completion of the
cable installation.

9. The initial exit pit excavation to be conducted with the use of an 
environmental clamshell bucket. Dredged sediment may be placed in a
hopper scow(s) or similar for temporary storage. The scow(s) may require 
occasional decanting to remove excess water during dredging 
operations. Upon completion of the HDD installation, the dredged 
sediment will be used to backfill and restore the exit pit to its pre-
excavation conditions. If additional fill is necessary to restore the area to 
its pre-excavated conditions, clean fill of similar grainsize will be acquired
from an upland source and placed as backfill.

10. Prior to cable pull in, the dredged area at the end of the HDPE conduit 
may require targeted removal/clearing of accumulated sediment due to
infilling, to avoid damaging the conduit; this work would be conducted 
with the use of an airlift, controlled flow excavation, and/or suction 
dredging or similar equipment.

11. Permanent secondary protection may be placed above the HDPE 
conduit at the exit pit excavation. If concrete mattresses are used for 
secondary protection, individual mattress dimensions will be 
approximately 8’ wide by 20’ length by 1’ thick. If other secondary
protection methods are proposed, dimensions may differ.

12. The depicted cofferdam and dredge footprint are intended to represent 
maximum design scenarios. The actual footprints of these activities are 
dependent on the final installation methodology and engineered design 
but are anticipated to be smaller than the footprints depicted.

13. Rock bags or equivalent may be temporarily placed within excavation to
prevent infilling during HDD operations.
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SFEC Plan and Profile
HDD Installation (No Cofferdam)

Atlantic Ocean
Sheet 39 of 45

Notes:
1. The sea-to-shore transition for the SFEC-NYS will be installed using HDD between onshore underground cable installation vault and the offshore HDD exit 

location.
2. HDD exit location may utilitize offshore sheet pile cofferdam, gravity cell cofferdam, or no cofferdam. The exit location will be approximately 1,750 feet (533

m) from the MHWL, sited at location with approximately 35 to 40 feet (7.6 to 12.2 m) of water depth.
3. The cable will be installed at least 30 feet (9.1 m) below the current profile of the beach. Depth depicted in the figure is approximate and final depth will be

determined during final engineering design.
4. A new underground transition vault will be placed within the roadway approximately 800 feet (243 m) onshore from the MHWL.

HDD Notes:
1. Vertical datum: NAVD 83, Horizontal datum: UTM Zone 19, Feet
2. All elevations are referenced to NAV88 (0.00’). 0.00’ NAVD88 = -1.78’ 

MLLW, -1.66’ MLW, +1.13’ MWH and +2.59’ HTL (based on highest 
astronomical tide).

3. Dimensions provided on drawing are in feet unless otherwise noted.
4. All chainages are horizontal
5. Method of HDPE conduit construction shall be by horizontal directional

drilling.
6. HDD Exit Point is located within an excavation.  This excavation will help

achieve the required burial depth of the HDPE conduit.
7. Drill path shown on the drawings refers to the centerline of the proposed

HDD installation. Drilling tolerances may result in slight deviations from 
these stations and elevations.

8. Approximate exit pit location may include temporary cofferdam (or 
equal) and temporary support structures. Temporary structures including 
but not limited to conduit support piles and secondary protection may be 
installed at the exit pit location to aid in the installation of the HDD. These 
features would be located within the currently proposed footprint of the 
cofferdam or excavation and would be removed upon completion of the
cable installation.

9. The initial exit pit excavation to be conducted with the use of an 
environmental clamshell bucket. Dredged sediment may be placed in a
hopper scow(s) or similar for temporary storage. The scow(s) may require 
occasional decanting to remove excess water during dredging 
operations. Upon completion of the HDD installation, the dredged 
sediment will be used to backfill and restore the exit pit to its pre-
excavation conditions. If additional fill is necessary to restore the area to 
its pre-excavated conditions, clean fill of similar grainsize will be acquired
from an upland source and placed as backfill.

10. Prior to cable pull in, the dredged area at the end of the HDPE conduit 
may require targeted removal/clearing of accumulated sediment due to
infilling, to avoid damaging the conduit; this work would be conducted 
with the use of an airlift, controlled flow excavation, and/or suction 
dredging or similar equipment.

11. Permanent secondary protection may be placed above the HDPE 
conduit at the exit pit excavation. If concrete mattresses are used for 
secondary protection, individual mattress dimensions will be 
approximately 8’ wide by 20’ length by 1’ thick. If other secondary
protection methods are proposed, dimensions may differ.

12. The depicted cofferdam and dredge footprint are intended to represent 
maximum design scenarios. The actual footprints of these activities are 
dependent on the final installation methodology and engineered design 
but are anticipated to be smaller than the footprints depicted.

13. Rock bags or equivalent may be temporarily placed within excavation to
prevent infilling during HDD operations.
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Notes: SFWF O&M Montauk
Existing Conditions

Lake Montauk
Sheet 41 of 45

1. Data extracted from two surveys provided to McLaren Engineering Group by Wood Group. Topographic and upland information is based on survey
completed; date of survey is unknown. Bathymetric data is sed on a survey completed by Ocean Surveys, Inc in March 2020. 

2. Site is located in Lake Montauk, Montauk, Suffolk County, NY
3. Adjacent property owner to the east is Inlet Seafood Property LLC.
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Notes: SFWF O&M Montauk
Proposed Structures – Plan

Lake Montauk
Sheet 42 of 45

1. Project information provided by South Fork Wind and The Wood Group. Data extracted from two surveys provided to McLaren Engineering Group by The 
Wood Group. Topographic and upland information is based on survey completed; date of survey is unknown. Bathymetric data is sed on a survey completed
by Ocean Surveys, Inc in March 2020.

2. Site is located in Lake Montauk, Montauk, Suffolk County, NY
3. Structures include floating aluminum pontoon duck (up to 16’ wide by 100’ long, [1,600 sf)), stationary aluminum gangway (up to 4’ wide by 28’ long, [112 sf]),

and one additional support piles (up to 2” diameter [3 sf].
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Notes: SFWF O&M Montauk
Proposed Dredging – Plan

Lake Montauk
Sheet 43 of 45

1. Data extracted from two surveys provided to McLaren Engineering Group by Wood Group. Topographic and upland information is based on 
survey completed; date of survey is unknown. Bathymetric data is sed on a survey completed by Ocean Surveys, Inc in March 2020. 

2. Site is located in Lake Montauk, Montauk, Suffolk County, NY
3. Initial dredge area of approximately 2,500 yd3 (1,911 m3). Maintenance dredging when required will be similar area and volume. Dredged

materials will be used for beach nourishment or disposed at appropriate facility.

Dredging: Dredge approximately 2,500
cubic yards of sediment anticipated to be
predominantly sand via mechanical
clamshell dredge from an approximately
1,500 square foot area to a depth of -12.4’
NAVD 88 (including a 1-foot overdredge).
The dredged material will be dewatered on
onsite and eventually placed as beach
nourishment above the mean high water line
on the beach located on the western side of
the entrance to Lake Montauk. The area will
be maintained with maintenance dredging
events over a ten-year period on an as
needed basis anticipated to be bi-annually.

In-water Improvements: From the existing
bulkhead, install a 4-foot wide by 28-foot
long ramp and a 16-foot wide by 100-foot
long floating pontoon, supported by five (5)
2-foot diameter steel piles, Install one (1) 2-
foot diameter steel monopile with donut
fendering and mooring ring. The piles will be
installed with a vibratory hammer. Should
difficult driving conditions be encountered
an impact hammer may be used for pile
installation.
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Notes: SFWF O&M Montauk
Proposed Dredging – Cross-
Section at Pontoon
Lake Montauk
Sheet 44 of 45

1. Crane is depicted conceptually only.
2. Tie-back system to be replaced with new system as shown conceptually.
3. Proposed dredge work results in approximately 2,500 cubic yards of dredged material, proposed pile, and pontoon installations results in

approximately 13 cubic yards of fill below MHWS.
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